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This South Yorkshire Biodiversity Research Group (SYBRG) community 
project was led by Christine Handley and supported by Professor Ian 
D. Rotherham (Sheffield Hallam University). Funded by a grant from 
the Arts Council, it set out to record marked and worked trees and 
enabled SYBRG to work with two artists at community events. The 
collected Tree Stories were used as inspiration to create new drawings, 
poems and prints which were displayed in an Art Exhibition at the Art 
House in Sheffield and feature in this booklet. 

There are more Tree Stories waiting to be found and people can still 
contribute to the project. Check out our website, 
http://treestories-heritage.weebly.com/ to find out more about the 
project. For more general information about what we do see 
www.ukeconet.org or follow Ian Rotherham’s blog for the latest news
ianswalkonthewildside.wordpress.com   
Email: info@hallamec.plus.com tel: 0114 272 4227. 
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Tree Carving, Mirey Greaves Shroggs Wood, West Yorkshire. 
© Ian D. Rotherham, 2013.

The Arts Project 

The Tree Stories Art project takes a closer look at the mysterious marks, objects and 
tree ‘graffiti’ that appear on trees. The importance of these markings extends from 
prehistoric times and this ancient form of communication has survived to the present 
day with people still using trees to record messages and leave objects embedded in 
them. These trees with their markings can be found in surprising places, from inner 
city Victorian parks and gardens to great parkland landscapes in the British country-
side. They may contain evocative stories and pictures distorted by time or bold deeply 
incised designs marking territory, sending messages across the years. Others become 
covered with small objects, coins, left year after year perhaps as offerings with echoes 
from a dimly remembered past. The project recorded some of these and  inspired the 
works by Tansy Lee Moir and Sally Goldsmith.  
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The Artists

About Sally Goldsmith

Sally is a poet, song-maker and scriptwriter living on the edge of Sheffield near the 
Peak District. The way in which layers of meaning can permeate real places – through 
memory, landscape, history, the natural world – is a passion in her writing. Much of 
her work has been in interaction with local people and their stories.

She has received many prizes and awards, including being selected by Michael Longley 
as a winner in the Poetry Business Pamphlet Competition, being highly commended 
in the National Poetry Competition, and winning two Sony awards for her work on 
BBC Radio 4. She is widely published in magazines and anthologies. Earlier this year 
she was Poet-in- Residence for the Stratford-on-Avon Poetry Festival.

Her first full collection Are We There Yet? was published two years ago by Smith/
Doorstop and was completed with the aid of a Hawthornden Fellowship. 

About the poems

There is a man haunts the forest that abuses our young plants with carving ‘Rosalind’ on 
their barks; hangs odes upon hawthorns and elegies on brambles...
 William Shakespeare: Rosalind in ‘As You Like It’

Making marks, words, drawings on a tree - using it as a public page - is an ages old 
activity out of our need to communicate love, enmity, boredom, desire, creativity, 
allegiance. The trees continue to tell these half stories, these mysterious snatches of 
narrative, and they become part not just of a human story, but of the tree’s own story 
too.

The poems here have been written in response to photographs of marked trees sent 
in by members of the public or to trees already known or sought out by me. In one 
case I managed to interview the man who had carved an elaborate message on a tree 
- ‘A Tall Story’ - and to find the real events behind it. But mostly I imagined the story 
behind the marks, although sometimes researching the locality of the tree and what 
had happened there too - as in ‘Evacuee,’ ‘Brierley Pit’ and ‘Ackley Bank.’

I kept being reminded of Orlando in Shakespeare’s ‘ As You Like It.’ He’s so consumed 
with soppy love that he carves and hangs poor sonnets to Rosalind on trees in the 
Forest of Arden - until she manages to instruct him in what women really want. Some 
of these poems here nod to Orlando and Rosalind and are sonnets too.  I hope 
they’re not too bad.
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About Tansy Lee Moir

Originally from Matlock in Derbyshire, Tansy Lee Moir studied Three Dimensional 
Design at Manchester Metropolitan University.  After working as a puppet maker and 
performer, she moved to Edinburgh in 1994 and spent the next fifteen years develop-
ing a practice combining art with a community development approach, working with 
marginalised communities throughout Central Scotland. 

In 2008, she set up her studio in Edinburgh’s St. Margaret’s House to focus on     
drawing, creating a body of work inspired by trees, their forms, their history and the 
influence that humans, animals and natural processes have in shaping them.  Since 
2009, Tansy has exhibited in group and solo exhibitions and run workshops around 
the UK.  

About the drawings

All my work explores the dialogue between human and tree and nowhere is this 
interaction more obvious than with tree graffiti. For my contribution to the Tree 
Stories project, I wanted to explore what motivated people to make their mark on a 
tree and to imagine this from their perspective in their own time.

In preparation for the exhibition I spent many months searching out marked trees, 
drawing and photographing them and looking carefully at the ways in which they had 
been marked and the ways that the trees themselves related to their wider landscape 
and historical setting. 

Some themes began to emerge: declarations of love, some youthful and full of hope, 
some wistfully hinting at loves lost, WWII servicemen carving their own memorials, 
ensuring their names would live on even if they might not, the urge to be part of the 
gang, to mark out territory and announce allegiances, the pure impulse to make a 
mark with no particular meaning, perhaps just for the sensual pleasure of cutting fresh 
bark. 

It seems we humans are a lazy lot - most marking had been done within easy reach 
of the ground, creating an interesting contrast between smooth upper trunks and 
densely scarred lower areas, reminding me of tattooed torsos. 

In these works I have tried to capture both the powerful character of the trees and 
the complex ambiguity of the marks themselves – though some are clearly legible, 
many have distorted over time to resemble puzzling hieroglyphs that we cannot now 
interpret. It is as if the carvers had performed a ritual which created a bond between 
human and tree and both were still sharing the same story.
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Marks and Memory 1. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Marks and Memory 2. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Marks and Memory 3. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Tribe and Territory 1. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Tribe and Territory 2. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Treble rush of Burbage Brook,
the bass of the road. Somewhere
a warbler babbles in the deeps

of late April’s green undersea:
contorted oaks, their tentacles
dobbed with moss and snaking.

My head is scrambled with Spring
illness and I wheeze, climb slow
and snorkel, stop a lot to look -

and there she is: my creature.
She is scarred and dull, scaled
with bent and useless currency

and sleeping now, an ugly fish,
but stickled with wishes.

MOnEY TREE, YARnCLIffE WOOD

embedded coins in wishing tree, Yarncliffe Wood, Derbyshire

Sally Goldsmith, 2015
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Young ash, we settled here
for the view of the lake, never noticed
how close we were to the fence -
spiked to keep out the bad boys at night.

We were pained in our sappy hearts
but grew still taller, straining our necks
to see the tiny boats, free and floating -
their masts, their sails like winged seeds.

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

embedded iron fence in ash trees, 
University of Nottingham

SEEDED
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Dear R
a void
in this place
where the pit
used to be

has emptied
my heart
so I’ve put it
poor heart
next to a hole

circled
by this tree
              but look
she’s alive
sprouting

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

BRIERLEY PIT

carvings and hole, Brierley Forest Park, Nottinghamshire
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Hitler will never find you here, said the driver:
sixty boys, their masters and a selection of canes.

They are brought, ten hours in two buses
to The Vyne and far from kindness,

assigned to a dorm: Wolfe, Clive, Kitchener,
Nelson, Gordon, Drake and Wellington,

given a bath once a week, a chamber pot each,
prayers in the Chapel morning and evening.

Their bellies growl at a diet of thin porridge -  
it’s said one boy relished a slug, whole and raw.

A lad slips out one day into Morgaston Wood
and carves his name: Tom Cripps. It’s good.

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

EvACuEE

TOM CRIPPS
carving by a schoolboy evacuated to The Vyne, Basingstoke
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The monks of Beauchief came to clear and make
this steep and wooded way to moorland edge,
and then the track brought men with adse and axe
to cut the coppice poles for fences, fuel and hedge.
Much later, railway navvies turned the winding brook
below, picked it round across their cutting
to make a trim ellipse shaped aqueduct.
Then suburban sprawl, the houses jutting
up above the trees where school kids poked
with compass and dividers, carved their hates
and loves in parchment bark then headed home.
Now just a shortcut back for Facebook, games
and Ackley Bank’s not oak but sycamore and beech
that whisper names and dates to empty streets.

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

ACkLEY BAnk

Ackley Bank is an ancient footpath in Totley, Sheffield
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He weren’t me bezzy mate or anything,
in fact I think we fell out fairly often -
this time, I can’t remember what he’d done
but it was bad enough to take revenge
and with another lad to raid me father’s
carving tools and climb high up this beech
to gouge the words. We did it with such care
that you can read them clearly still up there

and in the forty years or so since then
folks have written of this accident
as if it were all true and quite the tragedy
of love - part and parcel of our local history,
whereas in fact it were a childish spat -
I climbed and on the spot I made it up.

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

A TALL STORY

IN LOVING MEMORY OF I SHAW AND A SYNEY WHO FELL 
TO THEAR DEATHS FROM THIS POINT WHILST IN EACH 
OTHERS ARMS IN WARM EMBRACE 7TH JUNE 1972
carving, Gillfield Wood, Totley, Sheffield
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Young Person’s Tree Stories Art Workshop, October 2014

Drawings and text exploring the 
meaning behind Tree Stories and 
their significance

Sally Goldsmith reading out 
poems created by the young 
people looking at Tree Stories 
from the trees’ point of view. 

Tansy Lee Moir with 
some of the group 
making charcoal          
drawings inspired by the 
Tree Stories found on a 
walk through Ecclesall 
Woods, Sheffield. 

Examples of the artwork created 
at the workshops, inspired by the 
Tree Stories collected.  

Adult Tree Stories Art Workshop, April 2015
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Examples of the types of Tree Stories that have been collected 
through the project by volunteer recorders. Originals in colour 
can be seen in the image galleries on the Tree Stories website.

Adrian Orrell, 2015.

Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.

Brian Muelaner, 2015.

Brian Muelaner, 2015.
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As these letters grow, so does our love. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Politics and Passion 1. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Politics and Passion 2. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Newbattle graffiti beech 1. Tansy Lee Moir, 2015.
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Jodie D: who’s she,
carved her heart face
right here on this tree?

Some vampy wannabe
from the depths of Graves Park,
mouth drooling blood?

And tipping the wink,
(oh dear),
at poor Simon E?

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

fEMME fATALE

carved face and names, Graves Park, Sheffield.
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Mr Potato,
hairs on his head -
one, two, three, four -

opens up his gaping maw
to bellow, roar
at Mr Thin who’s there

to turn and guide
a sauntering bear
into the tum of Mr Spud.

Come, come, he says
there’s room for more.

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

MR POTATO HEAD

carved figures by children, Ecclesall Woods, Sheffield
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Paris and Jordan, Jade and Jack,
up at Stonehenge for the equinox craic
thought they’d be clever, thought it was funny,
to mark me all over my fattening tummy.

Paris and Jordan, Jade and Jack,
ate bags of chips before they went back
I muttered some magic, I played them a trick,
they staggered home poorly, I hope they were sick.

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

REvEnGE

PARIS JORDAN JADE JACK
carving near Stonehenge
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… I’ll give you

a cocky blackbird
persistent flutings
I love you
    do you love me

Then a dull brown chiff chaff
but flirter
compulsive kisser
     mchwa mchwa

a laddish blackcap
honeyed stream
of liquid warbles
     trickly burblings

a puffed thrush
to bore you bore you I say
with things it’s said before
      but can’t stop asking

at love’s end
this robin
still a little light in which to tick
     and sing his wistfulness

LOvE AT fIRST

LOVE AT FIRST
Carving, Miry Greaves Shrogg Wood, Yorkshire

Sally Goldsmith, 2015
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1.
Perhaps she was in love with him, but it was a thin hope
and Norfolk is a shifty place, brackish as tears.

Perhaps he took his sore heart out from the trees
to moan at the sea, to scour himself with salt

and though unlucky in love, he lifted his eyes
to see the geese, their calligraphy written on a cold sky.

Perhaps, at home, he took in hand his skill for lettering
and became a poet, learned to love his writing.

A ROMAnCE

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

KS I’VE BEEN HANGING AROUND JUST IN CASE YOU ARE 
IN LOVE WITH ME
Carving, West Runton, Norfolk
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2.
The same man who carved the nearby tree at Runton?
And I was wrong - they met and kissed and hung about

but he was more affecting when he only hoped for her.
Encouraged, hell, he’s become a tired romantic hack!

But did she maybe, miss him too, wait and overlook,
like Shakespeare’s Rosalind, his tedious homily of love?

A ROMAnCE

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

I SHALL MISS YOU VERY MUCH REMEMBER ME WILL YOU 
WAIT FOR ME MY DARLING MY HEART IS EMPTY        
WITHOUT YOU MY DEEPEST LOVE LL
Carving, Felbrigg, Norfolk.
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Fancy that!
A man in a hat,
dotty and splotchy,
jaunty in his titfer,
a bit of a lad.

He’s haunting
this track
keeping an eye out
for bats.
Fancy that!

THE WATCHER

Sally Goldsmith, 2015

carving of man, Glynllifon Country Park, Gwynedd



Glynllifon Country Park, Gwynedd, 
John Whitehead, 2015.



The Exhibition venue

The Art House has been developed in Sheffield city centre because we’re 
inspired by the idea that creativity is the immune system of the mind. 
Participating in art creates well-being. Often the people who are most in need of this 
immune system are least able to access it or feel less than confident in their creative 
ability. The Art House can change all that. We believe that EVERYONE is on a path to 
well-being.The Art House is open to everyone, running high quality art tuition and 
open studio time to appeal to a balanced community of people. We want people to 
connect through art and to discover their equality, to see things differently. The Art 
House provides the space and vision for new social enterprises to flourish; it is form-
ing innovative partnerships and will nurture recovery and thriving. It will develop and 
pilot new models showing routes to well-being. We hope that it will contribute to the 
thinking and practice needed to meet the challenges of our time.

See the Art House website: http://www.arthousesheffield.co.uk/ for opening times, 
courses and exhibitions. 



South Yorkshire Biodiversity Research Group (SYBRG)
Established since the early 1990s, SYBRG provides a unique regional forum to engage 
local people in wildlife, nature & the historic environment. This is across all age groups 
and includes hard-to-reach communities & minority groups. Our objectives include:

To enable all sections of the community to take part in activities related to      • 
environmental and historical conservation issues;
To collect & collate biodiversity, historical, archaeological and geological data • 
across South Yorkshire; and 
Promote & encourage good practice in carrying out historical, ecological and • 
landscape archaeological surveys.

We have run and organised community–based projects and workshops for over 
twenty years. These included local community–based work for the Heritage Lottery 
Fund leading to books based on local oral histories, written in part by community 
group members. Over the past three years, we have organised and run workshops 
for local volunteers looking at the history, archaeology and ecology of woodlands and 
their industrial pasts partly funded by the East Peak Innovation Partnership and the 
Peak District National Park Authority. 

Our Tree Stories project with funding from the Arts Council not only links to our 
previous work but expands it, developing new ideas and fresh ways of working with 
local communities.
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Finding and recording Tree Stories, 
Graves Park, Sheffield.

Discovering Tree Stories on Beech 
trees in Ecclesall Woods, Sheffield.


